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Parallel Optics
Currently 40G and 100G use parallel optical modules consisting of multiple channels of 10G traffi c using
 "Multi-fi ber Termination Push-on" (MTP®) connectors. Standard 40G optics use 4 channels of 10G, and 100G 
optics use 10 channels of 10G. Major switch manufacturers are also testing a new 100G solution that will use 
4x 25G channels and can use the same 40G cables installed today. The 40G modules commonly use a QSFP+ 
transceiver while 100G modules are much larger in size and are known as CFP or CXP.  In either case the 
standard optical transceiver connector will accept a female (non-pinned) MTP® connector.

Polarity becomes an issue when using parallel optics and MTP® connectors and at times can be hard to follow. With this in mind, it is 
crucial to understand the channel assignments described below in fi gures 1-3.
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Document Overview
Moving from 10G to 40G or 100G cabling can feel very overwhelming. Total Cable Solutions has simplifi ed the task. The following 
explains the standards and implementation methods you will need when switching to 40G.

40G QSFP+ Transceiver

40G 12-fi ber MTP® (Circles marked with an “x” are not used.) 

FIGURE 1

100G using (2) 12-fi ber MTP®—Not Common (Circles marked with an “x” are not used.)

FIGURE 2

100G 24-fi ber MTP®—Preferred (Circles marked with an “x” are not used.) 

FIGURE 3
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40G QSFP+ Transceiver



The 40G MTP® patch/array cable (Figure 4) may need male pins on one or both sides depending on where it is installed. If you follow 
one of the Total Cable Solutions confi gurations explained later in this document it will be easier to understand when and why to use male 
pins. This pin-out follows the method B standard used in 10G when MTP® cables are used. For extreme simplicity, TCS uses this patch/
array cable for almost all confi gurations.
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Standard 12 fi ber 40G MTP® patch/array cable and future 100G (4 x 25G)

The industry standard for 40G patch/array cables is pin 1 to pin 12, pin 2 to pin 11, and so on. The middle 4 are not used.

FIGURE 5

Standard 12 fi ber 100G MTP® patch/array cable

FIGURE 4

Just like 40G, the 100G MTP® patch/array cable (Figure 5) may need 
male pins on one or both sides depending on where it is installed. 



All of Total Cable Solutions’ products are designed to stay well under the Maximum Losses. Total Cable Solutions uses only USCONEC 
MTP® Elite connector, which has the industry’s lowest insertion loss per connection and many additional features that produce a superior 
performing cable.
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IEEE 802.3ba and TIA-942
The IEEE 802.3ba and TIA-942 explain the media maximums, physical layer cabling, and data center telecommunications infrastructure.  
One of the most important parts of IEEE 802.3ba is the max channel loss. The following (Figure 6) will explain the current 10G loss 
maximums as well as the 40/100G maximums. Keep in mind that the 40/100G links are currently parallel optics of 10G and each 
channel must meet the loss maximums.

Fiber Type Max Distance (M) Max Channel Insertion Loss (dB) Max Channel Connector Insertion Loss (dB)

OM3 10G 300M 2.6 1.5
OM4 10G 550M 2.6 1.5
OM3 40/100G 100M 1.9 1.5
OM4 40/100G 150M 1.5 1.0

IEEE Performance Specifi cations 

FIGURE 6

Confi gurations
TCS suggests 10G architecture, which follows a variation of method B that we call modifi ed B. If you use this approach for 10G 
moving to 40G architecture is easy, because the backbone is already done correctly for parallel optics. (All MTP® cables are wired with 
method B unless otherwise stated) (Preferred)

Uses a standard 12 Fiber MTP® patch cable with MTP® female on both ends and Standard crossed LC patch cables.  MTP® cable polarity is 
just like 40G cables, pin 1 to pin 12, pin2 to pin 11, etc. 

Unlike other manufacturers' suggested confi gurations that require straight LC patch cables on one side, 
TCS' confi guration employs standard patch cables on both sides.

FIGURE 7

Switch Server
Universal LC ™Universal LC ™ MTP® Backbone Cable MTP® CassetteMTP® Cassette
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FIGURE 9

Standard structure cabling using 2 panels and 8/12 fi ber MTP® backbone

Uses a standard 40G array cables with different combinations of Male and Female MTP® connectors.

The following will walk through the different confi gurations of 40G:

FIGURE 8

Director Director
Inter-switch Links (ISLs) or any 40G home run/direct connection

Uses a standard 40G array cable with MTP® female on both ends

M

StorageSwitch
MTP® Array Cable MTP® Array Cable

Key Up/Down Key Up/Down

FIGURE 11 (NOT RECOMMENDED)

M

One (or odd number) patch panel in the middle of equipment 
Uses a standard 40G Female to Male array cable on one side and a Straight polarity Female to Female on the other

Straight Polarity
(Method A)

Key Up/Down
MTP® Array Cable

M

MTP® Cable

MTP® Backbone Cable

MTP® Backbone Cable
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Standard structure cabling using 2 panels and 24 fi ber back bone
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Recap
Parallel optics may sound diffi cult and many other companies are pushing confusing solutions to keep the customer with proprietary or 
expensive offerings. As illustrated above the same cables can be used for almost all applications. Using a pin 1 to pin 12 cross-polarity 
scheme for all the MTP® cables combined with a key up to key down coupler works for almost all installations. No need to mix straights 
on MTP® or LC cables like other solutions. When installing a structured cabling solution like Figure 9 all you need are standard Male to 
Female MTP® patch/array cables after the backbone is installed.

*MTP is a registered trademark of US Conec Lt

FIGURE 12 - 40G to 10G Conversion

Standard structure cabling using 2 panels and 8 fi ber MTP® backbone
Uses a standard MTP® 40G fanout cable. 

This approach has less dB loss compared to using MTP® cassettes.
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Not Recommended
There are several different/interesting solutions we have seen in the fi eld.  One solution in the market uses a conversion cassette that has 
two 12 fi ber MTP® connectors on the back and three 8 fi ber MTP® connectors on the front.  This approach seems like a great idea until 
you start counting up the extra dB loss incurred.  The problem is that this approached is sold as a way to take an older infrastructure with 
12 fi bers to 40G links.  The old infrastructure, in many cases, uses an older MTP®/MPO termination that could have up to .75dB loss un-
like new the new standards of .35dB loss.  With this in mind, if you would put the conversion cassette on both sides of the backbone you 
run a severe risk of exceeding the max channel insertion loss (dB).

Another solution TCS has seen in the fi eld is using current LC trunk backbones and the then making LC to MTP® cables to convert the LC 
backbone to MTP®.  This approach can generate too much skew between the different parallel lanes.  This approach sounds good because 
you can save money by reusing current cables, but putting the integrity of the cable infrastructure at risk.


